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SECURITY ASSURANCE IN 
VIRTUALIZED ENVIRONMENTS 

Virtualized infrastructures and 

clouds form complex and rapidly 

evolving environments that can 

be impacted by a variety of secu-

rity problems.  Manual configura-

tion as well as security checks 

often cannot keep up with these 

ever-changing complex systems. 

The need for automated security 

assurance analysis is immediate. 

Given the volatility of virtualized 

infrastructure configurations as 

well as the diversity of desired 

security goals, specialized analy-

sis tools – even though having 

performance advantages – have 

limited benefits. 
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As a general approach, we first 

specify abstract security goals as 

desired state for a virtualized in-

frastructure in a formal language, 

modeling virtual machines and 

their connections (VM). For in-

stance, goals can be in the areas 

operational correctness (e.g., 

“Are all VMs deployed on their 

intended clusters?”), failure resil-

ience (e.g., “Does the infrastruc-

ture provide enough redundancy 

for critical components?”) or iso-

lation (e.g., “Are VMs of different 

security zones isolated from each 

other?”).  

Second, we employ a generic 

analysis tool to evaluate the ac-

tual state, i.e., the virtualized in-

frastructure configurat ion, 

against this desired state. Thus, 

we obtain an automated analysis 

mechanism that can check the 

configuration – and configuration 

changes – against the high-level 

security policy. 

From engagements with custom-

ers running large-scale virtualized 

infrastructures, we learned that 

they are interested in a broad 

range of security goals. Special-

ized tools can be applied to a 

subset of these security goals, as 

we already demonstrated in pre-

vious research (cf. [2]) for secu-

rity zone isolation. However, a 

general approach is desired that 

can cover this broad range of se-

curity requirements. 

Analysis of Static and 
Dynamic Environments  

Such an automated analysis can 

cover two scopes: in the static 

case, we analyze a single state of 

a virtualized infrastructure 

against the desired properties. In 

the dynamic case, we consider 

the actual configuration as a start 

state and consider transitions 

that can change this configura-

tion. In our example, we consider 

particularly changes that an in-

truder can make to the network 

(within the limits of his access 

rights), e.g., by migrating VMs to 

other security zones. The ques-

tion is whether we can reach an 

attack state in this way, i.e., a 

current configuration of the sys-

tem that violates the required 

security properties. The dynamic 

Figure 1: Structure of virtual computing environment 
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case is a generalization of the 

static case that can only be han-

dled by the model-checking tools. 

Our goal is to establish general-

purpose verification methods as 

an automated tool for security 

assurance of virtualized infra-

structures. We present a platform 

that connects declarative and ex-

pressive description languages 

with state-of-the art verification 

methods. As desired state specifi-

cation, we take security assur-

ance goals in the formal lan-

guage VALID [1] as inputs. As 

actual state, we lift the configura-

tion of a heterogeneous virtual-

ized infrastructure to a unified 

graph model. For this, we employ 

a security assurance analysis tool 

called SAVE [2], which also com-

putes graph coloring overlays, 

that model, e.g., information 

flow. We develop a translator 
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More information about the Security 

Assurance in Virtualized Environ-
ments technology can be found un-

der Deliverable "D2.3.2 - Compo-
nents and Architecture of Security 

Configuration and Privacy Manage-

ment." 
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that connects these descriptions 

with the various state-of-the art 

verification tools. The translation 

involves adapting the verification 

problem to the domain of the re-

spective tool, and property-

preserving simplifications and 

abstractions to support the verifi-

cation. In particular, the transla-

tion does not add false positives 

or false negatives to the model. 

A Platform for Automa-
ted Security Verificati-
on  

Figure 2: Cloud data centre 


